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Abstract. Our purpose was to devise a method to evaluate the results of extract-
ing semantic relations from text corpora in an unsupervised way. We have worked
on a legal corpus (EU VAT directive) consisting of 43K words. Using a shallow
parser, a set of ”lexons” has been produced. These are to be used as preprocessed
material for the construction of ontologies from scratch. A knowledge engineer
has judged that the outcome is useful to support and speed up the ontology mod-
elling task. In addition, a quantitative scoring method (coverage and accuracy
measures resulting in a 52.38% and 47.12% score respectively) has been applied.
Keywords: text mining, ontology creation, (quantitative) evaluation

1 Introduction and Background

The development of ontology-driven applications is currently slowed down due to the
knowledge acquisition bottleneck. Therefore, techniques applied in computational lin-
guistics and information extraction (in particular unsupervised machine learning [13,
14]) can be used to create or grow ontologies in a period as limited as possible with
a quality as high as possible. In addition, there is hardly any method available to thor-
oughly evaluate the results of unsupervised text mining for ontologies. We have looked
to the domain of information science to suggest a quantitative method, next to a more
”classical” qualitative evaluation.

Criteria for ontology evaluation have been put forward by Gruber [6, p.2] and taken
over by Ushold and Grüninger [17]: clarity, coherence, extendibility, minimal encod-
ing bias and minimal ontological commitment. Gómez-Pérez [4, p.179] has proposed
consistency, completeness and conciseness. Neither set of criteria are well suited to be
applied in our case as the lexons produced by the unsupervised miner are merely ”termi-
nological combinations” (i.e., no explicit meaning for the terms and roles is provided,
not to mention any formal definition of the intended semantics). We have been mainly
inspired by the criteria proposed by Guarino (coverage, precision and accuracy) [7,
p.7], although there are problems to ”compute” them in the current practice (unlike in
information extraction evaluation exercises) as there are no (suitable) ”gold standards”
available.



The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The next section discusses the
methods and material (section 2). The evaluation results are described in sections 3. Re-
lated work (section 4) is presented. Indications for future research are given in section 5,
and some final remarks conclude (section 6) this paper.

2 Methods and Material

2.1 DOGMA

Before presenting the actual experiments, we shortly discuss the framework for which
the results of the experiments are meant to be used, i.e. the VUB STAR Lab DOGMA
(Developing Ontology-Guided Mediation for Agents) ontology engineering approach 3.
The results of the unsupervised mining phase are represented as lexons. These are bi-
nary fact types indicating the entities as well as the roles assumed in a semantic relation-
ship [16]. Formally, a lexon is described as �(�� �): term� role co-role term��. For the
sake of brevity, the context (�) and language (�) identifiers will be omitted. Informally
we say that a lexon expresses that the ����� (or head term) may plausibly have �����

(or tail term) occur in an associating �	
� (with �	 � �	
� as its inverse) with it. The
basic insights of DOGMA originate from database theory and model semantics [10].

2.2 Unsupervised Text Mining

We have opted for extraction techniques based on unsupervised learning methods [13]
since these do not require specific external domain knowledge such as thesauri and/or
tagged corpora. As a consequence, these techniques are expected to be more easily
portable to new domains. In order to extract this information automatically from our
corpus, we used the memory-based shallow parser, which is being developed at CNTS
Antwerp and ILK Tilburg [2] 4. This shallow parser takes plain text as input, performs
tokenisation, part of speech (POS) tagging, phrase boundary detection, and finally finds
grammatical relations such as subject-verb and object-verb relations, which are partic-
ularly useful for us. The software was developed to be efficient and robust enough to
allow shallow parsing of large amounts of text from various domains.

2.3 Corpus

In a specific domain, an important quantity of semantic information is carried by the
noun phrases (NP). At the same time, the NP-verb relations provide relevant informa-
tion about the NPs, due to the semantic restrictions the verbs impose. The VAT corpus
(a single long document) consists of 43K words. It constitutes the sixth EU directive
on VAT (77/388/EEC of 27 January 2001 - English Version) that has to be adopted and
transformed into local legislation by every Member State 5. We applied the memory

3 see http://www.starlab.vub.ac.be/research/dogma
4 See http://ilk.kub.nl for a demo version.
5 This directive serves as input for the ontology modelling and terminology construction activi-

ties in the EU FP5 IST FF Poirot project.



based shallow parser to this corpus. After an additional selection step and some format
transformation, the parser produces triples, such as �person pay tax� (see [13, 15] for
more details on the linguistic processing).

2.4 Evaluation Criteria

The main research hypothesis in this paper is that lexons, representing the basic binary
facts expressed in natural language about a domain, can be extracted from the available
textual sources using the shallow parser described above. In this section, two empirical
evaluation methods are described.

Qualitative method. A human knowledge engineer who has manually built a lexon
base for this domain using the same corpus, has been asked to evaluate the usefulness
of the results. Some questions have been formulated independently of the evaluator. The
evaluator/knowledge engineer, relying on his past experience, was given three criteria
to rate the lexons produced by the unsupervised miner.

– coverage (have all the lexons to be discovered actually been discovered)
– precision (are the lexons making sense for the domain ? 6)
– accuracy (are the lexons not too general but reflecting the important terms of the

domain ?)

Quantitative method. In addition, for the coverage and accuracy criteria we have tried
to define a quantitative measure and semi-automated evaluation procedure. We don’t
define a computable precision measure here (see [13] for an earlier attempt).

The underlying idea is inspired by Zipf’s law [19]. It states that the frequency of the
occurrence of a term is inversely proportional to its frequency class. Zipf has discovered
experimentally that the more frequently a word is used, the less meaning it carries.
E.g., in the corpus, the word ’the’ appears 3573 times while it is the only element in
the frequency class 3573. Conversely, ’by-product’ and ’chargeability’ each occur only
once, but there are 1155 words in the frequency class 1. Important for our purpose is
the observation that the higher frequency classes contain mostly ”empty” words (also
called function words). A corollary is that domain or topic specific vocabulary is to be
looked for in the middle to lower frequency classes. Consequently, lexons mined from
a corpus should preferably contain terms from these frequency classes.

As the DOGMA lexons resulting from the unsupervised mining consist of three
words7 (two terms and one role8) extracted from the corpus, it is possible to investigate
to what extent the produced lexons cover the corpus vocabulary, and more importantly
how accurate they are. Note that the same technique can be applied to RDFS ontologies.

Coverage will be measured by counting for each frequency class the number of
lexon terms that are identical with terms from the corpus and comparing this number

6 Note that this kind of evaluation implicitly requires an ontological commitment from the eval-
uator, i.e. he/she gives an intuitive understanding to the terms and roles of the lexons.

7 In fact, the words have been lemmatised. E.g., working, works, worked � work.
8 Co-roles are not provided by unsupervised miner.



to the overall frequency class term count. Accuracy will be estimated on basis of the
coverage percentage for particular frequency classes.

However, some caveats should be made from the on-set. It should be clear that a
coverage of 100% is an illusion. Only terms in a Verb-Object and Subject-Object gram-
matical relation are selected and submitted subsequently to several selection thresholds
(see section 2.2). Regarding the accuracy, determining exactly which frequency classes
contain the terms most characteristic for a domain is still an exercise based largely on
intuition and impression. It should also be kept in mind that no stopword list has been
defined because lexons have been produced with a preposition assuming the role func-
tion.

3 Evaluation Results

3.1 Qualitative method

When applied to the VAT corpus, the unsupervised mining exercise outlined above re-
sulted in the extraction of 817 triples or lexons. These were analysed by a knowledge
engineer using the LexoVis lexon visualisation tool [12]. This analysis was rather infor-
mal in the sense that the knowledge engineer was largely guided by intuition, knowledge
and experience gained with the manual extraction of lexons from the VAT legislature
domain.

A first important aspect to consider is whether the domain (VAT legislature) is ade-
quately described (or covered) by the set of extracted triples. It soon became apparent
that there is a significant amount of noise in the mining results. The triples need to be
significantly cleaned up in order to get rid of inadequate (and often humorous) struc-
tures such as �fishing, with, exception�. The percentage of inadequate lexons seems
to fall in excess of 53%. According to this percentage, approximately 384 of the re-
sulting 817 lexons may be deemed usable. If this is compared to the number of lexons
resulting from a manual extraction exercise on the same corpus of knowledge resources
(approximately 900), there is doubt as to whether the domain is adequately covered by
the results.

As mentioned above, there is a significant portion of the unsupervised mining exer-
cise results which are deemed inadequate. Firstly, this can be contributed to the fact that
many resulting lexons are not precise (intuitively, they do not make sense in the con-
text of the VAT domain as the fishing example above illustrates). Furthermore, many
of resulting triples were not considered accurate in the sense of describing important
terms of the domain. In this respect, only the term VAT occurs in three lexons, �VAT,
in, member�, �VAT, on, intra-Community acquisition� and �VAT, to, hiring� which
are not considered appropriate to accurately describe the concept of VAT in the do-
main under consideration. In the same respect, there is only one mention of the term
Fraud. The notion of redundancy is harder to evaluate, since terms and roles may have
synonyms. However, the intuitive impression of the results is that redundancy is not a
critical problem.



3.2 Quantitative method

In order to produce illustrative graphics (see Figure 1), the highest frequency classes
have been omitted (e.g., starting from class 300: ’member’ (336), ’which’ (343), ’arti-
cle’ (369), ’taxable’ (399), ’person’ (410), ’tax’ (450), ’good’ (504), ’by’ (542), ’will’
(597), ’a’ (617), ’for’ (626), ’or’ (727), ’and’ (790), ’be’ (1110), ’in’ (1156), ’to’ (1260),
’of’ (2401), and ’the’ (3573)). At the other end, the classes 1 to 4 are also not displayed:
class 1 containing 1165 lemmas, class 2 356, class 3 200 and class 4 has 132 members.
Also some non-word tokens have been removed (e.g., ’57.01.10’, ’6304’, ’7901nickel’,
’2(1, 8(1)(c, 2(2)’). However, some of these non-word tokens have survived (which
might influence the outcomes, especially in the lowest frequency classes). The content
of the frequency classes (FC) shows that they be can rated ”content-wise” as follows:

– � � �: many non-words and/or too loosely related to the domain
– � � � � ��: domain related technical language
– �� � � � ��: general language used in a technical sense
– �� � � � ���: mixture of general language and domain technical language
– ��� � � � ���: general language and highly used domain terms
– � � ���: function words and highly used general language terms

We determine the area with ”resolving power of significant words” [9, p.16] to
be the range of frequency classes 3 till 40. The range encompasses 596 terms that
one would expect to be covered by the lexons. Figure 1 show that the coverage im-
proves with the increasing rank of the frequency class. On average, the coverage ratio
is 52.38%. The accuracy (i.e. the coverage percentage for the selected interval) ratio for
the 3-40 interval is 47.31%.

4 Discussion & Related Work

Performing an automatic evaluation is hard task, and evaluation frequently implies a
manual operation by an expert [1, 3], or by the researchers themselves [5]. An automatic
evaluation is nevertheless performed in [8, 11] by comparison with existing thesauri like
WordNet and Roget. Our attempt takes the corpus itself as reference and reduces the
need for human intervention. Humans are still needed to clean the corpus (e.g. to choose
the stopwords and to remove the non-words), but do not intervene in the evaluation
process itself, except for setting the frequency class interval. Regression tests can also
be done. Currently, we estimate that the accuracy should be improved. Taking synonyms
into account might help. On the other hand, more research should be done to determine
the proportion of domain technical terms vs. general language terms in the ”relevant”
frequency class interval. Measures as ”domain relevance” and ”domain consensus” [18]
might be useful, but were not applied here as the corpus consisted of one document (for
one domain). If we look at it from a positive angle, we could argue that already half
of the work of the domain specialist and/or terminographer of selecting the important
domain terms/lexons is done. We were specifically (but happily) surprised by the fact
that the different evaluation techniques performed in an independent way lead to similar
conclusions.



Fig. 1. absolute coverage and accuracy of frequency classes by lexon terms

5 Future Work

With respect to the quantitative evaluation of the outcomes of the unsupervised mining,
insights from information science technology should be taken into account to answer
some remaining questions. E.g. does the length of a document influence the determi-
nation of the most meaningful frequency class interval ? Is it possible to establish a
statistical formula that represents the distribution of meaningful words over documents
? Once this interval can be reliably identified, one could apply the unsupervised learning
algorithm only to sentences containing words belonging to frequency classes of the in-
terval. This could be easily done after having made a concordance (keyword in context)
for the corpus. We would like to carry out this experiment on a corpus of another do-
main, thereby also applying the domain relevance and domain consensus measures [18].

6 Conclusion

We have presented the results of both a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the
outcomes of an unsupervised mining algorithm applied to a financial corpus. The results
can be judged as moderately satisfying. We feel that unsupervised semantic information
extraction helps to engage the building process of a domain specific ontology. Thanks
to the close similarity of a DOGMA lexon and an RDF triple, the methods proposed
above can also be applied to ontologies represented in RDF(S).
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